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CEG No
Brief description of CEG

BMD-10
Overhauling of Coal Compartment assembly including its
associated auxiliaries (Burner Block/ Oil Gun/ SADC/ Burner Tilt etc)
and Reconditioning of Burner assembly after O/H. (Unit Size
200MW and above)
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Responsibility Centre

WRHQ-I
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Brief scope of work

COAL / OIL BURNERS
1. Removal/ Repair/ Replacement of all coal compartment
Assembly (Coal burners tips/body/bends, air nozzles tip
and oil burner diffusers) of one boiler this includes all its
associated auxiliaries.
2. Locking of all coal pipes/ removal of PF bends and burner
isolating gates. Removal of oil guns and scanner
mountings.
3. Bringing new / reclaimed coal nozzles from stacked
location and replacement as per condition.
4. Servicing/ Restoration of oil guns and scanner mountings.
5. Servicing, Repair and making smooth operation of burner
isolating gate valves/ Burner tilt
6. Replacing of burner panel Top & Bottom refractory
retaining plates
7. After replacement, alignment of Coal burner assy, “0”
setting and +/- 30º free movement is required to be done.
8. Removal, repair and replacement of oil /air tip
B. Reclamation of worn out coal nozzle assemblies for
replacement during Unit O/H or S/D by patching/ new SS
plates/ Hard-facing of coal nozzle tips, baffle plates, nozzle
body etc,
C. Other details of works as per specific site requirement shall be
given in Tender documents.
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Technical
Requirements

Qualifying The bidder should have executed the AMC/OH/Erection of fuel
firing system consisting OF coal compartment assembly including
its associated auxiliaries (burner block/ oil gun/ SADC/ burner Tilt
etc) jobs in a thermal power plant having unit capacity not less
than 200mw during last five years on the date of Application.

Document to be submitted Relevant PO copy and Client’s Completion Certificate/RA bill/Final
by Vendor in support of Deviation Statement.
meeting QR
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BMD-10
Additional Documents to be In addition to the documents required in support of meeting
submitted
technical requirements as stated above, following documents are
required to be submitted by the Applicants applying for
enlistment:1. Three POs with BOQ of the highest executed values of similar
work during previous five years from the date of application
and Copy of Completion Certificate /RA Bill/Final deviation
statement from the concerned client in support of successful
execution of job against each of the POs to be submitted.
2. Audited balance sheet including Profit & Loss statement for the
previous three completed financial years reckoned from the
date of application. In case the audited documents are not
ready / available, then certified copy by a registered practicing
Chartered accountant may be submitted.
3. NSIC / SSI / MSME registration certificate if applicable.
4. PF and Service Tax registration certificate.
5. Any other documents in addition to the above which the
applicant wants to submit.
Notes
1. Similar work means AMC/OH/Erection of Fuel Firing System
Consisting of coal compartment assembly including its
associated auxiliaries (Burner Block/ Oil Gun/ SADC/ Burner Tilt
etc) in a Thermal Power Plant having capacity not less than
200MW during the last five years from the date of application.
2. Value means basic value of the PO. Where PO value is
composite (i.e. including Service taxes etc.), the applicant has
to give break-up of composite PO value mentioning basic value,
taxes etc. Any separate re-imbursement/ escalation shall also
not be considered.

